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Under Cover of the Night
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas
family by two young ex-convicts.

Cold Case Research Resources for
Unidentified, Missing, and Cold Homicide
Cases
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A deeply-reported, riveting account of a cold case
murder in Los Angeles, unsolved until DNA evidence
implicated a shocking suspect – a female detective
within the LAPD’s own ranks. On February 24, 1986,
29-year-old newlywed Sherri Rasmussen was
murdered in the home she shared with her husband,
John. The crime scene suggested a ferocious struggle,
and police initially assumed it was a burglary gone
awry. Before her death, Sherri had confided to her
parents that an ex-girlfriend of John’s, a Los Angeles
police officer, had threatened her. The Rasmussens
urged the LAPD to investigate the ex-girlfriend, but
the original detectives only pursued burglary
suspects, and the case went cold. DNA analysis did
not exist when Sherri was murdered. Decades later, a
swab from a bite mark on Sherri’s arm revealed her
killer was in fact female, not male. A DNA match led
to the arrest and conviction of veteran LAPD
Detective Stephanie Lazarus, John’s onetime
girlfriend. The Lazarus Files delivers the visceral
experience of being inside a real-life murder mystery.
McGough reconstructs the lives of Sherri, John and
Stephanie; the love triangle that led to Sherri’s
murder; and the homicide investigation that followed.
Was Stephanie protected by her fellow officers? What
did the LAPD know, and when did they know it? Are
there other LAPD cold cases with a police connection
that remain unsolved?

The Long Term Missing
DNA testing can serve as a powerful tool that unlocks
the hidden information within our bodies for family
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history research. This book explains how genetic
genealogy works and answers the questions of
genealogists and individuals seeking information on
their family trees. • Presents an overview to
genealogical principles and an introduction to DNA
testing for nonexpert audiences • Explains how
genetic genealogy can provide data from within our
bodies that tells us about who we are, who our
ancestors were, and what characteristics our
descendants may have • Addresses key legal and
ethical issues regarding DNA testing • Describes the
accepted protocols of DNA collection, handling,
processing, evaluation, and interpretation that make
DNA information more reliable than the other kinds of
genealogical information

The Foundling
This work addresses specific investigative and
forensic processes related to sex crimes for those who
work in law enforcement, the defense community, or
in the private sector. It is an unprecedented
collaborative work -- the first working manual for sex
crime investigators, written by sex crime investigators
and forensic scientists. The key feature of this work is
a thorough overview of the investigative and forensic
processes related to sex crime investigation. It takes
the reader through investigative and forensic
processes in a logical sequence, showing how
investigations of rape and sexual assault can and
should be conducted from start to finish. It is intended
to set the investigative and forensic standard for sex
crimes investigation. It is designed to be accessible, in
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terms of language, not only to a detective or
investigator who does hands on casework, but to the
student in the classroom learning about the subject
for the first time. This work is an excellent training
manual for sex crime investigators around the world.
It is also an excellent textbook for any hands on
university course on the subject of sex crime
investigation. This work is an excellent supplement
for any investigative course involving violent crime or
death investigation. * The only comprehensive
reference available on the investigation of sexual
assault and rape, a crime 10 times more prevalent
than murder * Authored by qualified investigators and
forensic professionals with more than twenty years of
collective experience working cases, preparing them
for court, and offering testimony * Written in a clear,
practical style, ideal for professionals in forensic
nursing, law enforcement, the legal community, and
the investigative community

Life Science Quest for Middle Grades,
Grades 6 - 8
Finding Family is an invitation from the author to join
in the search for her biological family. The tender
story of the need to belong reveals more than the
need to feel accepted, and Wendy Batchelder
discovers the path to claim her true identity—rooted
in Christ. Encouraging affirmations and reflections
lead the reader to embrace the unconditional
acceptance of God and give peace to secure their
identity in Christ.
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Finding Family
Misleading DNA Evidence: A Guide for Scientists,
Judges, and Lawyers presents the reasons
miscarriages of justice can occur when dealing with
DNA, what the role of the forensic scientist is
throughout the process, and how judges and lawyers
can educate themselves about all of the possibilities
to consider when dealing with cases that involve DNA
evidence. DNA has become the gold standard by
which a person can be placed at the scene of a crime,
and the past decade has seen great advances in this
powerful crime solving tool. But the statistics that
analysts can attach to DNA evidence often vary, and
in some cases the statistical weight assigned to that
match, can vary enormously. The numbers provided
to juries often overstate the evidence, and can result
in a wrongful conviction. In addition to statistics, the
way the evidence is collected, stored and analyzed
can also result in a wrongful conviction due to
contamination. This book reviews high-profile and
somewhat contentious cases to illustrate these points,
including the death of Meredith Kercher. It examines
crucial topics such as characterization of errors and
determination of error rates, reporting DNA profiles
and the source and sub-source levels, and the
essentials of statement writing. It is a concise,
readable resource that will help not only scientists,
but legal professionals with limited scientific
backgrounds, to understand the intricacies of DNA
use in the justice system. Ideal reference for scientists
and for those without extensive scientific
backgrounds Written by one of the pioneers in
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forensic DNA typing and interpretation of DNA
profiling results Ideal format for travel, court
environments, or wherever easy access to reference
material is vital

Inside the Cell
Unlock the Secrets of Your Old Family Photos!
Historical family photos are cherished heirlooms that
offer a glimpse into the lives of our ancestors. But the
images, and the stories behind them, often fade away
as decades pass - the who, when, where and why
behind the photos are lost. In this book, photo
identification expert and genealogist Maureen A.
Taylor shows you how to study the clues in your old
family photos to put names to faces and recapture
their lost stories. Inside, you'll learn how to:
Determine the type of image you have - from
common paper prints to stereographs to historical
daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, and tintypes Use
clothing, accessories, and hairstyles to date the
image in the correct decade Research photographer's
imprints to narrow down when and where the photo
was taken Compare facial features in multiple photos
to confirm identity and family resemblance Interview
family members to gather more information about the
image Identify props in the photo to create context for
the image Each chapter includes dozens of historical
photos to illustrate key points and provide clear
examples. Charts, timelines and resource lists make it
easy to find the exact information you need. Dozens
of case studies show you how to apply the techniques
in the book to real-life photo research projects. The
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answers to your family photo questions are closer
than you think. Let this book help you start finding
them today.

Convicting the Innocent
Matching DNA samples from crime scenes and
suspects is rapidly becoming a key source of evidence
for use in our justice system. DNA Technology in
Forensic Science offers recommendations for
resolving crucial questions that are emerging as DNA
typing becomes more widespread. The volume
addreses key issues: Quality and reliability in DNA
typing, including the introduction of new technologies,
problems of standardization, and approaches to
certification. DNA typing in the courtroom, including
issues of population genetics, levels of understanding
among judges and juries, and admissibility. Societal
issues, such as privacy of DNA data, storage of
samples and data, and the rights of defendants to
quality testing technology. Combining this original
volume with the new update--The Evaluation of
Forensic DNA Evidence--provides the complete, up-todate picture of this highly important and visible topic.
This volume offers important guidance to anyone
working with this emerging law enforcement tool:
policymakers, specialists in criminal law, forensic
scientists, geneticists, researchers, faculty, and
students.

The Family Tree Guide to DNA Testing
and Genetic Genealogy
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Written by an expert in the field, The DNA Detectives
describes the intricate processes used in DNA testing
to solve crimes and puzzles across the globe, as well
as the fascinating history of the discovery that DNA
was the fundamental building block of all life on this
planet. Starting with a short history of personal
identification, including fingerprints, the author goes
on to describe the various methods of creating a DNA
profile. He also looks at some of the most intriguing
identification puzzles from the past, such as the story
of the Romanovs and that of Thomas Jefferson, who
was accused of fathering children with his slave, Sally
Hemmings. The ethical questions and long-term
implications surrounding the use of DNA are also
examined.

The Publishers Weekly
DNA exonerations have shattered confidence in the
criminal justice system by exposing how often we
have convicted the innocent and let the guilty walk
free. In this unsettling analysis, Garrett examines
what went wrong in the cases of the first 250 people
exonerated by DNA testing, and proposes systemic
reforms.

Rape Investigation Handbook
When loved-ones go missing, the lives of their family
members are turned upside-down. As the days and
months turn into years, some families are caged in by
their grief, while others become proactive –– renewing
police contacts, keeping up with the latest
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technologies, and educating themselves as they
strive to become their long-term missing persons’
advocates. By inspiring hope, as well as providing
answers and practical advice, The Long Term Missing:
Hope and Help for Families assists families in
navigating the uncharted territory they never chose
to enter. Author Silvia Pettem also provides families
with information to better understand how lawenforcement and related agencies work to solve
missing persons cases. Along the way, she takes her
readers behind the scenes, while emphasizing that
every unidentified person is a missing person to
someone else. With real cases, both solved and
unsolved, the book also illustrates the resources
available and the actions that family members,
civilians, and law enforcement agencies can take to
search for long-term missing persons, to identify
previously unknown remains, and to bring the missing
persons home. The Long Term Missing: Hope and Help
for Families inspires hope and gives answers as it
empowers family members of long term missing
persons to be proactive and to become their missing
persons’ advocates.

In Cold Blood
DNA typing -- the analysis of a biological sample for a
person's genetic signature - has led to the
unprecedented exoneration of hundreds of wrongfully
convicted people. And every day we hear stories
about how police used DNA to capture a dangerous
rapist or killer. Reading these accounts, it is hard not
to think of DNA typing as an unmitigated good. Who
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can argue with a technology that helps catch bad
guys and correct law enforcement mistakes? But
there is a darker side to this story -- a version less
likely to play out on dramatic television shows.
InInside the Cell, Erin Murphy shows how DNA typing
can be subject to subject to misuse, mistake, and
error, and lead to a police state run amok. Murphy
shows the perils of a society in which stop-and-frisk”
becomes stop-and-spit,” or in which police pose
undercover to get a DNA sample from your discarded
lunch. Already, police can collect DNA when making
an arrest, sometimes before charging a person with a
crime. The government is building a massive DNA
database, stockpiling samples from a third of the
population, and the laws regulating what they can
and cannot do with them are weak. Murphy shows
how this invites the riskiest kind of genetic
surveillance imaginable. Just because DNA testing is
good science does not mean that it is foolproof. Faulty
forensic science is the number two factor leading to
wrongful conviction, and yet we have done little to
improve the use of science in criminal justice.
Forensic labs are largely unregulated and lacking in
meaningful oversight standards, as evidenced by the
involvement of nearly every major forensic lab in a
DNA-related scandal. We have invested hundreds of
millions of dollars to collect DNA samples from
convicted offenders. But we have spent far less to
hire analysts to wade through huge backlogs, and
virtually nothing to ensure that evidence will ever
even collected from the crime scene. We are at a
critical moment in time for forensic DNA testing
programs. We may continue on the road we are on
now, with our blind faith and limitless enthusiasm for
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handing over our genetic secrets to the police for
them to use at their unfettered discretion. Or, as
Murphy advises here, we can pause to take stock of
our failures and our successes, appreciate what is
truly at stake and what is truly to be gained, and
change course toward a smarter DNA policy that is in
everybody's interest.

The DNA Guide for Adoptees
Cassandra Allen's gift is so uncanny that even the
skeptical police now consult her on murder
investigations. But when she's called in to investigate
a rash of serial murders, her mind is assaulted by a
terrifying being from beyond…. Cass believes the evil
force attempting to possess her is involved in the
killings. But how? Then she meets Malcolm
McDonough, brother of the first victim. He's
successful, attractive, unsettling…and he doesn't
believe that Cass hears the dead. Yet even as
Malcolm denies her claims, he is counting on Cass to
lead them to the killer. Because all the victims have
one thing in common—her.

Family Photo Detective
Welcome to The DNA Guide for Adoptees: How to use
genealogy and genetics to uncover your roots,
connect with your biological family, and better
understand your medical history. If you are an
adoptee, there's likely missing information about your
past and you hope to change that. You've come to the
right place! This book is for you if you have hope that
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DNA testing might open up the search for information
about yourself, your origins, and your future. We've
worked hard to compile the resources in this book and
explain in plain English how DNA and genealogical
records fit together like the pieces of a puzzle. In the
chapters that follow, we've created a place for you to
turn as you come face-to-face with questions about
health, ancestry, biological family, and DNA. Why DNA
testing, and why now? DNA testing is a game-changer
for people researching family connections. Many
recent advances have made it possible for adoptees
to search for answers more easily than they could
have done even a few years ago. Consider the
following changes: At-home DNA tests have grown in
number and dropped in price. Millions of people use
software to build and track their family trees and
share results online. Billions of vital records, legal
files, and other documents are available online. Social
networks and search engines make it easy to find and
connect to people all over the world. Adoptees are
sharing their DNA stories publicly, through television
shows and other media. While advances in DNA
testing are exciting and useful, there are real
limitations, and we will be the first to acknowledge
that DNA doesn't hold all of the answers for everyone.
Nevertheless, it plays an important role for adoptees
hoping to learn more about themselves and their
genetics. In some cases, DNA testing has helped
adoptees discover unknown medical risks, which is
invaluable in situations where little or no family health
history is available. You may have already started
down the path of DNA testing, or it may be entirely
new to you. No matter where you are starting, we
have worked to make the information in this book
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interesting, useful, and easy to understand. We
include real-life examples, fictionalized scenarios, and
advice we've gathered from adoptees to make this
book relevant no matter your prior experience with
DNA. Why this book? As two women active in the
genetic genealogy community, our decision to work
together on The DNA Guide for Adoptees came from a
desire to provide a comprehensive resource about
DNA testing that pulls everything into one place.
What you learn from testing your DNA can have a
profound impact on you, your family members, and
even future generations. Information can be a
powerful thing. As mothers, daughters, sisters,
spouses, and friends, we have seen how the discovery
of new information can impact relationships. As
writers and professionals with unique and diverse
experiences in genetics, genealogy, and counseling
support, we also know the journey through DNA and a
search for family can be emotional for many people.
We have worked professionally and personally with
adoptees, and we understand some of the unique
challenges you face. We've done our best to present
material to you from a place of understanding and
compassion. This book will provide you with practical
advice on topics such as medical and genealogical
DNA testing, handling emotional aspects of the
search, and recommended resources to help take
your research efforts to the next level. What helps
one person may not be relevant for others, so we
cover different approaches suitable for different
situations.

Eat More Better
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A deeply reported look at the rise of home genetic
testing and the seismic shock it has had on individual
lives You swab your cheek or spit into a vial, then
send it away to a lab somewhere. Weeks later you get
a report that might tell you where your ancestors
came from or if you carry certain genetic risks. Or the
report could reveal a long-buried family secret and
upend your entire sense of identity. Soon a lark
becomes an obsession, an incessant desire to find
answers to questions at the core of your being, like
“Who am I?” and “Where did I come from?” Welcome
to the age of home genetic testing. In The Lost
Family, journalist Libby Copeland investigates what
happens when we embark on a vast social experiment
with little understanding of the ramifications.
Copeland explores the culture of genealogy buffs, the
science of DNA, and the business of companies like
Ancestry and 23andMe, all while tracing the story of
one woman, her unusual results, and a relentless
methodical drive for answers that becomes a
thoroughly modern genetic detective story. The Lost
Family delves into the many lives that have been
irrevocably changed by home DNA tests—a
technology that represents the end of family secrets.
There are the adoptees who’ve used the tests to find
their birth parents; donor-conceived adults who
suddenly discover they have more than fifty siblings;
hundreds of thousands of Americans who discover
their fathers aren’t biologically related to them, a
phenomenon so common it is known as a “nonpaternity event”; and individuals who are left to
grapple with their conceptions of race and ethnicity
when their true ancestral histories are discovered.
Throughout these accounts, Copeland explores the
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impulse toward genetic essentialism and raises the
question of how much our genes should get to tell us
about who we are. With more than thirty million
people having undergone home DNA testing, the
answer to that question is more important than ever.
Gripping and masterfully told, The Lost Family is a
spectacular book on a big, timely subject.

Deadly Outbreaks
Readers can discover the answers to their family
history mysteries using the most-cutting edge tool
available to genealogists.

Molecular Biology of the Gene
From the author of the acclaimed The Epigenetics
Revolution (‘A book that would have had Darwin
swooning’ – Guardian) comes another thrilling
exploration of the cutting edge of human science. For
decades after the structure of DNA was identified,
scientists focused purely on genes, the regions of the
genome that contain codes for the production of
proteins. Other regions – 98% of the human genome –
were dismissed as ‘junk’. But in recent years
researchers have discovered that variations in this
‘junk’ DNA underlie many previously intractable
diseases, and they can now generate new approaches
to tackling them. Nessa Carey explores, for the first
time for a general audience, the incredible story
behind a controversy that has generated unusually
vituperative public exchanges between scientists. She
shows how junk DNA plays an important role in areas
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as diverse as genetic diseases, viral infections, sex
determination in mammals, human biological
complexity, disease treatments, even evolution itself
– and reveals how we are only now truly unlocking its
secrets, more than half a century after Crick and
Watson won their Nobel prize for the discovery of the
structure of DNA in 1962.

The Lost Family
It was planned to look like a suicide. But even in the
best-laid plans, evidence is left behind… Jocelyn
Branham Earnest was found dead on the floor of her
living room in Forest, Virginia. By her side was a gun
and a suicide note—typed, lacking a signature, and
with one fingerprint on it. A fingerprint apparently
belonging to Jocelyn’s estranged husband… Wesley
Earnest was a respected high school administrator,
poised to restart his life in a new community. Parents
entrusted their children to his care and believed he
was above reproach. But the investigation into the life
the couple once shared would reveal adultery,
troubled finances, and shattered dreams—enough for
one man with murder on his mind to travel hundreds
of miles… Under Cover of the Night INCLUDES
PHOTOS

Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States
Uses case studies to examine how investigators
collect genetic evidence and discusses how DNA has
altered crime-solving and the court system as well as
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the ethical ramifications of cloning, genetic
modification, and the death penalty.

Junk DNA
Argues that treating people and artificial intelligence
differently under the law results in unexpected and
harmful outcomes for social welfare.

The Future of Forensic DNA Testing
Young Love: An Adoptee’s Memoir describes the
author’s lifelong, innate curiosity about her adoption.
She was born in Catherine Booth Hospital in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada and relinquished into foster care by
her birth mother at six weeks. Adopted and raised in a
family with love and support, she nevertheless
became frustrated not knowing anything about her
biological family and her heritage—and further
frustrated when she learned what it means to have a
“closed” adoption. As a young mother, she finally
decided to ask for answers and began a 35 year
search for her birth parents. The story unfolds with
non-identifying information, library research, internet
research, and DNA! Adoption search angels provide
invaluable assistance and encouragement. Bonnie
Parsons’ style is open and fresh. She shares her love
for both her adoptive and biological families. This
memoir will inform and inspire adoptees who are
searching. The answers are out there. Never give up!

Blood Evidence
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Cold-Case Christianity
Cases in which all investigative leads appear to be
exhausted are frustrating for both investigators and
victims families. Cold cases can range from those only
a few months old to others that go back for decades.
Presenting profiles and actual case histories, Cold
Case Research: Resources for Unidentified, Missing
and Cold Homicide Cases illustrat

The Gene
A collection of reports on DNA technology and its
capacity for solving modern-world and historical
mysteries explains how DNA is informing the scientific
community about evolution, helping to diagnose and
cure diseases, and identifying missing people.
Original.

DNA Technology
What if you could make everything you eat more
delicious? As creator of the WNYC podcast The
Sporkful and host of the Cooking Channel web series
You're Eating It Wrong, Dan Pashman is obsessed with
doing just that. Eat More Better weaves science and
humor into a definitive, illustrated guidebook for
anyone who loves food. But this book isn’t for foodies.
It’s for eaters. In the bestselling tradition of Alton
Brown’s Good Eats and M.F.K. Fisher’s The Art of
Eating, Pashman analyzes everyday foods in
extraordinary detail to answer some of the most
pressing questions of our time, including: Is a
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cheeseburger better when the cheese is on the
bottom, closer to your tongue, to accentuate cheesy
goodness? What are the ethics of cherry-picking
specific ingredients from a snack mix? And what role
does surface-area-to-volume ratio play in fried food
enjoyment and ice cube selection? Written with an
infectious blend of humor and smarts, Eat More Better
is a tongue-in-cheek textbook that teaches readers to
eat for maximum pleasure. Chapters are divided into
subjects like engineering, philosophy, economics, and
physical science, and feature hundreds of drawings,
charts, and infographics to illustrate key concepts like
The Porklift—a bacon lattice structure placed beneath
a pancake stack to elevate it off the plate, thus
preventing the bottom pancake from becoming soggy
with syrup and imbuing the bacon with maple-based
deliciousness. Eat More Better combines Pashman’s
award-winning writing with his unparalleled field
research, collected over thirty-seven years of eating
at least three times a day. It delivers entertaining,
fascinating, and practical insights that will satisfy your
mind and stomach, and change the way you look at
food forever. Read this book and every bite you take
will be better.

The DNA Detectives
Connect students in grades 6–8 with science using
Life Science Quest for Middle Grades. This 96-page
book helps students practice scientific techniques
while studying cells, plants, animals, DNA, heredity,
ecosystems, and biomes. The activities use common
classroom materials and are perfect for individual,
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team, and whole-group projects. The book includes a
glossary, standards lists, unit overviews, and
enrichment suggestions. It is great as core curriculum
or a supplement and supports National Science
Education Standards.

The Lazarus Files
Biology is often viewed today as a bipartisan field,
with molecular level genetics guiding us into the
future and natural history (including ecology,
evolution, and conservation biology,) chaining us to a
descriptive scientific past. In Darwinian Detectives,
Norman Johnson bridges this divide, revealing how
the tried and true tools of natural history make sense
of the newest genomic discoveries. Molecular
scientists exploring newly sequenced genomes have
stumbled upon quite a few surprises, including that
only one to ten percent of the genetic material of
animals actually codes for genes. What does the
remaining 90-99% of the genome do? Why do some
organisms have a much lower genome size than their
close relatives? What were the genetic changes that
were associated with us becoming human? As
molecular biologists uncover these and other new
mysteries, evolutionary geneticists are searching for
answers to such questions. Norman Johnson captures
the excitement of the hunt for our own genetic
history. Through lively anecdotes, he explores how
researchers detect natural selection acting on genes
and what this genetic information tells us about
human origins.
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DNA Technology in Forensic Science
The #1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller The basis for the
PBS Ken Burns Documentary The Gene: An Intimate
History From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The
Emperor of All Maladies—a fascinating history of the
gene and “a magisterial account of how human minds
have laboriously, ingeniously picked apart what
makes us tick” (Elle). "Sid Mukherjee has the uncanny
ability to bring together science, history, and the
future in a way that is understandable and riveting,
guiding us through both time and the mystery of life
itself." –Ken Burns “Dr. Siddhartha Mukherjee dazzled
readers with his Pulitzer Prize-winning The Emperor of
All Maladies in 2010. That achievement was evidently
just a warm-up for his virtuoso performance in The
Gene: An Intimate History, in which he braids science,
history, and memoir into an epic with all the range
and biblical thunder of Paradise Lost” (The New York
Times). In this biography Mukherjee brings to life the
quest to understand human heredity and its
surprising influence on our lives, personalities,
identities, fates, and choices. “Mukherjee expresses
abstract intellectual ideas through emotional
stories…[and] swaddles his medical rigor with
rhapsodic tenderness, surprising vulnerability, and
occasional flashes of pure poetry” (The Washington
Post). Throughout, the story of Mukherjee’s own
family—with its tragic and bewildering history of
mental illness—reminds us of the questions that hang
over our ability to translate the science of genetics
from the laboratory to the real world. In riveting and
dramatic prose, he describes the centuries of
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research and experimentation—from Aristotle and
Pythagoras to Mendel and Darwin, from Boveri and
Morgan to Crick, Watson and Franklin, all the way
through the revolutionary twenty-first century
innovators who mapped the human genome. “A
fascinating and often sobering history of how humans
came to understand the roles of genes in making us
who we are—and what our manipulation of those
genes might mean for our future” (Milwaukee JournalSentinel), The Gene is the revelatory and magisterial
history of a scientific idea coming to life, the most
crucial science of our time, intimately explained by a
master. “The Gene is a book we all should read” (USA
TODAY).

Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency
From Douglas Adams, the legendary author of one of
the most beloved science fiction novels of all time,
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, comes a wildly
inventive novel—in trade paperback for the first
time—of ghosts, time travel, and one detective’s
mission to save humanity from extinction. DIRK
GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY We solve the
whole crime We find the whole person Phone today
for the whole solution to your problem (Missing cats
and messy divorces a specialty) Douglas Adams, the
“master of wacky words and even wackier tales”
(Entertainment Weekly) once again boggles the mind
with a completely unbelievable story of ghosts, time
travel, eccentric computer geniuses, Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, the end of the world, and—of
course—missing cats.
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Darwinian Detectives
Describes the history, changing technologies, and
current challenges of detective work; and explains
how detectives train, gather and analyze evidence,
and face risks.

NextGen Genealogy: The DNA Connection
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the
forensic science community, performing vitally
important work. However, they are often constrained
by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and
national support. It is clear that change and
advancements, both systematic and scientific, are
needed in a number of forensic science disciplines to
ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with consistent
application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed
plan for addressing these needs and suggests the
creation of a new government entity, the National
Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce
standards within the forensic science community. The
benefits of improving and regulating the forensic
science disciplines are clear: assisting law
enforcement officials, enhancing homeland security,
and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and
exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines, including
upgrading of systems and organizational structures,
better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
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enforceable best practices, and mandatory
certification and accreditation programs. While this
book provides an essential call-to-action for congress
and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law
enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and
attorneys, and forensic science educators.

The Reasonable Robot
This is the inspiring and “page-turning” (Booklist) true
story of Paul Fronczak, a man who recently
discovered that he had been kidnapped as a
baby—and how his quest to find out who he really is
upturned the genealogy industry, his own family, and
set in motion the second longest cold-case in US
history. In 1964, a woman pretending to be a nurse
kidnapped an infant boy named Paul Fronczak from a
Chicago hospital. Two years later, police found a boy
abandoned outside a variety store in New Jersey. The
FBI tracked down Dora Fronczak, the kidnapped
infant’s mother, and she identified the abandoned boy
as her son. The family spent the next fifty years
believing they were whole again—but Paul was always
unsure about his true identity. Then, four years
ago—spurred on by the birth of his first child, Emma
Faith—Paul took a DNA test. The test revealed that he
was definitely not Paul Fronczak. From that moment
on, Paul has been on a tireless mission to find the
man whose life he’s been living—and to discover who
abandoned him, and why. Poignant and inspiring, The
Foundling is a story about a child lost and a faith
found, about the permanence of families and the
bloodlines that define you, and about the emotional
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toll of both losing your identity and rediscovering who
you truly are.

Possessed
Children/Science Become a super science sleuth with .
. . Detective Science 40 Crime-Solving, CaseBreaking, Crook-Catching Activitiesfor Kids Search for
evidence, gather clues, and discover how science
canhelp solve a mystery. From dusting for fingerprints
to analyzinghandwriting, these easy, fun-filled
activities give you a firsthandlook at how detectives
and forensic scientists use science to solvereal-life
crimes. Make a plaster cast of a shoe. Identify lip
prints left on aglass. Examine hair and clothing fibers.
Practice chemistry toidentify mystery substances, and
much more. In no time at all, you'll be thinking like a
detective andperforming experiments like a real
forensic scientist!

Case Closed
Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and
former atheist, Cold-Case Christianity examines the
claims of the New Testament using the skills and
strategies of a hard-to-convince criminal investigator.
Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it
makes a claim about an event from the distant past
for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case
Christianity, J. Warner Wallace uses his nationally
recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at
the evidence and eyewitnesses behind Christian
beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and
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the visual techniques he developed in the courtroom,
Wallace uses illustration to examine the powerful
evidence that validates the claims of Christianity. A
unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense
interest in detective stories, Cold-Case Christianity
inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it
prepares them to articulate the case for Christianity.

Young Love
Raise funds and/or promote your favorite cause.
Develop original creativity enhancement products
such as writing vocational biographies. Solve
problems and publish measurable results. Design
practical media projects that easily can be turned into
home-based businesses or one-time projects.
Homeschoolers, parents, teachers, students,
entrepreneurs, and workers interested in opening
powerful, affordable-budget, trend-ready home-based
publishing, writing, or video podcasting and video
news release-production businesses and creative
writing fundraising events will enjoy these unique
applications to help you create your own board
games, projects, businesses, publications, and events.
Sample business start-ups (or one-time project)
categories include the following categories:
description of business, income potential, best locale
to operate the business, training required, general
aptitude or experience, equipment needed, operating
your business, target market, related opportunities,
and additional information for resources. Develop
practical projects using the skills of video production,
creative writing, book and pamphlet publishing, or
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newsletter design. These skills include adapting
stories, novels, news events, or scripts and skits to
numerous platforms, formats, and media types.
Inform others how to avoid pitfalls and blind spots
that can derail careers early in the game. The
campaigns are ideal for most promotional, business,
or training situations.

The DNA Detectives
Finding Family: My Search for Roots and the Secrets
in My DNA is the highly suspenseful account of an
adoptee trying to reclaim the biological family denied
him by sealed birth records. This fascinating quest,
including the author's landmark use of DNA testing,
takes readers on an exhilarating roller-coaster ride
and concludes with a twist that rivals anything
Hollywood has to offer. In the vein of a classic
mystery, Hill gathers the seemingly scant evidence
surrounding the circumstances of his birth. As his
resolve shores up, the author also avails of new
friends, genealogists, the Internet, and the latest DNA
tests in the new field of genetic genealogy. As he
closes in on the truth of his ancestry, he is able to
construct a living, breathing portrait of the young
woman who was faced with the decision to forsake
her rights to her child, and ultimately the man whose
identity had remained hidden for decades. Finding
Family offers guidance, insight, and motivation for
anyone engaged in a similar mission, from ways to
obtain information to the many networks that can
facilitate adoption searches. The book includes a
detailed guide to DNA and genetic genealogy and how
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they can produce irrefutable results in determining
genetic connections and help adoptees bypass sealed
records and similar stumbling blocks.

Finding Family
CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE
CORONAVIRUS! “Portrays epidemiologists as disease
detectives who tirelessly hunt for clues and excel at
deductive reasoning. Even Sherlock Holmes would be
proud of this astute group of professionals.”—Booklist
This updated edition features a brand new section
detailing important facts about the coronavirus and
tips for keeping yourself and your family safe. Despite
advances in health care, infectious microbes continue
to be a formidable adversary to scientists and
doctors. Vaccines and antibiotics, the mainstays of
modern medicine, have not been able to conquer
infectious microbes because of their amazing ability
to adapt, evolve, and spread to new places. Terrorism
aside, one of the greatest dangers from infectious
disease we face today is from a massive outbreak of
drug-resistant microbes. Deadly Outbreaks recounts
the scientific adventures of a special group of intrepid
individuals who investigate these outbreaks around
the world and figure out how to stop them. Part
homicide detective, part physician, these medical
investigators must view the problem from every
angle, exhausting every possible source of
contamination. Any data gathered in the field must be
stripped of human sorrows and carefully analyzed into
hard statistics. Author Alexandra Levitt, PhD, is an
expert on emerging diseases and other public health
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threats. Here she shares insider accounts she’s
collected that go behind the alarming headlines we’ve
seen in the media: mysterious food poisonings,
unexplained deaths at a children’s hospital, a strange
neurologic disease afflicting slaughterhouse workers,
flocks of birds dropping dead out of the sky, and drugresistant malaria running rampant in a refugee camp.
Meet the resourceful investigators—doctors,
veterinarians, and research scientists—and discover
the truth behind these cases and more.

Misleading DNA Evidence
Now completely up-to-date with the latest research
advances, the Seventh Edition retains the distinctive
character of earlier editions. Twenty-two concise
chapters, co-authored by six highly distinguished
biologists, provide current, authoritative coverage of
an exciting, fast-changing discipline.

Detective Science
101+ Practical Ways to Raise Funds
Gives the educated layperson a survey of DNA by
presenting a brief history of genetics, an outline of
techniques, and indications of breakthroughs in
cloning and other DNA advances. This book helps
students, business people, lawyers, and jurists gain
confidence in their ability to understand and
appreciate DNA technology and human genetics.
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